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ImTOO Audio Encoder is a professional MP4 to MP3 converter, audio converter software to
convert audio files such as convert MP4 to MP3, convert M4A to MP3, convert AAC, WMA to
MP3, etc. This audio converter supports all popular audio formats such as MP3, WMA, WAV,
AAC, M4A, OGG, etc.
ImTOO Audio Encoder gives you completed ways to convert audio files including MP3, WMA,
WAV, M4A, AAC, OGG, APE, MP2, VQF. It is also an M4A to MP3, MP4 to MP3 converter to
convert MP4 to MP3 and M4A to MP3 with high quality.

As best audio converter, it provides multiple encoders like Microsoft WMA Encoder, Lame
MP3 Encoder and Monkey's Audio Encoder to encode audio files.

This MP4 to MP3 converter supports reserving ID3 tag and batch conversion. All conversion
processes among audio formats, e.g. converting M4A to MP3, are very easy to handle.
 

Main Functions

M4A to MP3 Audio ConverterAudio converter
Convert among various popular audio formats like MP3, MP2, WMA, WAV, AAC, OGG, AIFF,
VQF, APE.

MP4 to MP3 ConverterMP4 to MP3 converter
Extract audios from many videos like MP4 to MP3, AVI to MP3, MPEG to MP3, WMV to MP3,
ASF to MP3, MPG to MP3.

Convert MP4, M4A to MP3Convert audios in batches
Support batch conversion so that you can convert multiple audio files one by one at the same
time.

Convert MP4 to MP3Great functionality and high speed
With kinds of audio encoders applied and simple interface, you can easily finish conversion
with high speed.

Key Features

This audio converter allows you to configure bit rate, sample rate, channel, VBR, ABR,
etc. when applying different encoders.

Reserve ID3 tags for original file after conversion. Edit ID3 tag info of MP3 file like title,
album, artist as you like.
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This audio converter is able to queue songs for conversion and specify the output
path at will.

Encoders/decoders are built-in for you to finish the conversion of the supported audio
files directly.

With this great MP4 to MP3 converter, you also can convert AAC and AIFF file, which
are the file formats common on Apple iPod and iPhone.

Provide alternative skins and several interface languages: English, German,
Japanese and Chinese.

System Requirements

OS :      Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later)
Processor :     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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